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Abstract.
This study aims to analyze the productivity of blended learning in the economic mathematics course of the Management Study Program at Pamulang University. This study used qualitative descriptive method. Techniques for collecting data using interview and documentation methods. The data in this study were obtained through interviews with 3 lecturers who are competent in economics mathematics courses and who already have lecturer certificates. The results showed that (1) Planning for blended learning is carried out by lecturers by preparing SAP, learning tools or materials, and learning media. (2) The implementation of blended learning is carried out online and through PTMT. (3) Evaluation of blended learning on the assessment of cognitive aspects is carried out through the LMS of Pamulang University in the Final Task 1 Meeting menu for online learning. (4) The learning process has been carried out in good and structured stages, starting from planning, implementation, and evaluation, so it can be said that learning with the blended learning model is running productively.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education is the main key to advancing a nation, especially in the current era of globalization, where technology advances very rapidly, causing changes in the structure of life in society. In line with these advances, educators are required to play an active and innovative role in carrying out the mission of education in schools and universities. It is hoped that educators will not only convey knowledge related to cognitive aspects, but more than that, educators can maximally develop the intellectual and emotional attitudes of students so that educational goals can be achieved optimally. Economics Mathematics is one of the courses taught at universities in the management study program. A lecturer who teaches economics mathematics courses must understand the object to be taught, namely mathematics. Economics mathematics lecturers are the determinants of the success or failure of students in studying economics mathematics courses. Therefore, learning economics mathematics should involve students as much as possible, so that they are able to explore and form competence by exploring competence and scientific truth. Within this framework, it is necessary to develop economics mathematics lecturers so that they can become facilitators and learning partners for students. The task of the lecturer is not only to convey information to students, but also to be a facilitator whose job is to facilitate learning for all students, so that they can learn in a fun, happy, full of spirit, non-anxious environment, where they can freely express their opinions. With such conditions, the learning process will be productive, so it is hoped that the learning objectives can be achieved optimally and produce quality education. According to Sondang (2009:2), productivity has two dimensions. The first dimension is effectiveness that leads to the achievement of maximum performance, namely the achievement of targets related to quality, quantity, and time, and the second is efficiency related to efforts to compare inputs with realization, use or how the work is carried out.

The process of achieving learning success is very complex, beginning with lesson planning, learning implementation, and evaluation to measure the level of absorption of students to the material provided. so that learning productivity can be seen in terms of process and in terms of results. At the beginning of 2020, the world was shocked by the coronavirus (COVID-19), which resulted in a health crisis in Indonesia and around the world. This has an impact in various sectors, one of which is in the education sector. Corona viruses are a large family of viruses that can infect birds and mammals, including humans. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), this virus causes illnesses ranging from mild flu to more severe respiratory infections such as MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV (Alodokter.com, 2020). Responding to the
dangers of the coronavirus and the rapid spread of the virus, the government has issued a policy to limit activities outside the home. Working from home and teaching and learning activities are also at home in accordance with the regulations of the Minister of Education and Culture regarding efforts to prevent and spread the coronavirus. All face-to-face learning activities at schools and universities during this pandemic are temporarily closed and replaced with distance learning or online learning. Following up on the government regulation, the teaching and learning process at Pamulang University is also carried out at home by online learning using the LMS (Learning Management System) on the elearning.unpam.ac.id website, synchronously by Google Meet and asynchronously by WebEx. Based on the researcher’s interview with one of the lecturers in the economics mathematics course, it was found that (1) many students were less enthusiastic about paying attention to the lecturer’s explanation, and (2) almost all students closed the camera when carrying out synchronous learning using Google meet (3) There were still some students who were not active in discussion forums on LMS eLearning UNPAM during asynchronous learning. (4) some students obtained less than optimal learning outcomes such as getting D and even E grades. However, in the even semester of the 2021–2022 year, Pamulang University has implemented blended learning because the number of COVID-19 cases continues to decline. Dwiyogo (2016) describes the meaning of blended learning, which is a learning model that combines face-to-face with technology-based learning that can be accessed online or offline. Dwiyogo (2016) describes the meaning of blended learning, which is a learning model that combines face-to-face with technology-based learning that can be accessed online and offline. Pamulang University is a private university with the highest number of students, especially in the Banten area. Established in 2000 through the Prima Jaya Foundation, which at that time was chaired by Drs. Wayan. Universitas Pamulang officially changed management to Yayasa Sasmita Jaya in 2005, which is now chaired by Drs. H. Darsono. He built a private university that is cheap but not too cheap to be reached by the lower economic class. To this day, a Pamulang University (UNPAM) has been established, which is well-known as a private campus with affordable financing and still pays attention to the quality of education itself. Based on these problems, the authors are interested in conducting research with the title "Analysis of Learning Productivity in the Mathematics Economic Course in the Management Study Program of Pamulang University in the 2021/2022 Academic Year". Students must not only convey information to students but also be a facilitator in charge of providing easy learning opportunities for students.

II. METHODS

This research is a type of qualitative descriptive research. According to Sutama (2015: 61), qualitative research puts more stress on understanding and meaning, is closely related to certain values, places more emphasis on process than measurement, describes, interprets, and gives meaning, is not satisfied with mere explanations, and utilizes multiple methods in study. The technique of selecting subjects in this research is to use purposive sampling. The main subjects in this study were management lecturers who taught economic mathematics courses, as many as 3 lecturers. This study uses data collection techniques with systematic methods and in accordance with procedures.

The stages are interviews and documentation. In this study, three certified economic mathematics lecturers were interviewed. This interview was conducted to obtain data that can support the way in which learning is structured, the learning process, and learning assessment. A documentation technique is used to identify the results of interviews with lecturers by using aspects of measuring learning productivity, which includes three stages, namely learning planning, learning processes, and assessment techniques. For the preparation of the instruments in this study based on theory and the opinions of experts in the study of theories that explain research variables so that indicators are obtained for making questions based on aspects of learning productivity, namely aspects: (1) planning; (2) implementation; and (3) evaluation;

III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This research was conducted by interviewing 3 lecturers in mathematical economics who are competent and who already have lecturer certification. Before conducting interviews, the researchers
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compiled instruments based on theory and the opinions of experts in theoretical studies that explained research variables so that indicators were obtained for making questions based on aspects of learning productivity. These are the following aspects: (1) planning; (2) implementation; and (3) evaluation. The interview script is made in accordance with the indicators of learning productivity. The interview script is tested for validity first. The validity test used in this study is construct validity, which is obtained by means of validity testing by experts (expert judgment). This method is used to systematically analyze and evaluate whether the instrument items have met what is intended to be measured. Based on the validity test conducted by the experts, it was found that 22 questions were considered valid and suitable to be used as interview guide texts for respondents.


   In carrying out the learning process, it must begin with the planning stage. Learning plans are carried out by lecturers, such as preparing SAP, tools or materials used in learning, learning media, and others. Fadillah (2014: 147) states that in compiling learning, one must refer to core competencies and basic competencies so that the material taught does not deviate from the learning objectives. Through interviews conducted by researchers, it was found that the planning carried out by economics and mathematics lecturers on the limit material in online learning is to prepare learning media in the form of laptops, wifi, and teaching materials. Based on the information obtained from the three resource persons, it can be concluded that the economic mathematics lecturers who are carrying out the planning process are preparing teaching materials, SAP, and supporting tools in the online learning process and PTMT so that learning objectives can be achieved properly. Based on interviews from the three sources, there were no obstacles experienced in the planning stage. Learning process planning is an action taken by lecturers to prepare the learning process so that it runs smoothly, effectively, and efficiently. This is in line with Hamzah B. Uno (2012: 3) that the need for learning planning is intended so that learning improvements can be achieved.

2. Implementation of blended learning on limited materials in Pamulang University’s Management Study Program's economic mathematics courses.

   Kurniasih and Sani (2013: 63) emphasize that learning activities are directed at empowering all potential learners with the expected competencies. The implementation of blended learning that is carried out in the limit material of the economics mathematics course is online learning and PTMT. The following are the results of the researchers’ findings from the implementation or learning process of blended learning on the limit material for the economics mathematics course in the management study program, Faculty of Economics and Business, Pamulang University:

   a. Online learning

      Online learning is one component of blended learning. According to Dimyati (2017), online learning, also known as e-learning, is a form of using technology to support the distance learning process. Each learning method used must have several stages for its implementation. Based on the results of observations and interviews conducted by researchers, online learning carried out by all lecturers for the limit function course for the economic mathematics course is by using the Unpam LMS with the website address www.e-learning.unpam.ac.id. The implementation of learning is carried out according to a predetermined course schedule. When the researcher conducts research on the limit material of an online economics mathematics course, the implementation of learning activities begins with the lecturer uploading problems related to the material being taught. The problems presented are in the form of problems that can maximally explore students’ creative thinking skills. Then the lecturer asked students to actively discuss in the discussion forum contained in the Unpam elearning LMS and collect assignments by uploading them to the structured task menu. Lecturers ask students about the definition of limits, understand the rules of limits, and sample questions and their discussions to stimulate students to actively express their opinions in discussion forums. Because in every class, there must be some students who are still passive in understanding the lecture material. After all students are considered to really understand the material, lecturers and students can conclude the learning outcomes, which are then continued by reflecting on the learning that has been done by doing exercises in structured task 1 that has been given by the lecturer.
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b. **PTMT Learning (Limited Face-to-Face in Person Meeting)**

The next component of blended learning is learning PTMT (Limited Face-to-Face Meeting). This learning is carried out as in general teaching and learning activities, namely by face-to-face meetings involving direct interaction between lecturers and students. Since the implementation of face-to-face learning was carried out during the COVID-19 pandemic, its application is very limited in space and time. The implementation of PTMT learning at Pamulang University is 50% of the number of students in each class, and the implementation time is 60 minutes per meeting. A learning process is divided into three stages, namely the introductory stage, the presentation stage, and the closing and follow-up stages. In the preliminary stage, the lecturer always conveys the learning objectives. Submission of learning objectives conveyed by lecturers to students is one of the important phases in every learning activity. Students must know the learning objectives so that they know the direction of learning desired by the lecturer, starting from the knowledge, attitudes, or skills that students must master. In addition to conveying the learning objectives, the researchers also found that the lecturer gave icebreakers to students to build a comfortable learning atmosphere.

In this case, the lecturer serves as a motivator because he can inspire students to be enthusiastic about participating in the learning process from start to finish. Fadillah (2014: 182) said that preemptive activities are flexible, meaning that educators can adapt to the conditions of their respective classes. The implementation of the next stage of the PTMT learning process carried out by the lecturer is the stage of presenting the material. Fadillah (2014: 183) said that core activities are the most important and main activities in the learning process because learning material is a programmatic process of forming the experience and abilities of students that is carried out within a certain time duration. Thus, in teaching and learning activities, the lecturer does not only explain all the teaching materials, but the learning process requires active student involvement. If a lecturer only provides an explanation, it will not produce optimal learning outcomes. According to the research findings, lecturers use various learning methods so that learning becomes effective and efficient. The PTMT learning methods used by lecturers are cooperative learning and brainstorming. The learning method is thought to be effective for economic mathematics learning because it requires student participation during the learning process, with the lecturer only acting as a facilitator. The implementation of PTMT learning at the final stage is the closing stage. What is meant by the closing stage is not saying closing greetings and hamdalah or prayer, but the closing activity of the learning in question is the activity of the lecturer to end the lecture by restating the main points of the material. The findings in this study, the closing stage of learning is carried out by the lecturer by reviewing again and making conclusions on the material that has been studied. This is done by the lecturer with the aim of providing a comprehensive picture of the material that has been studied and determining the starting point for the next lesson. This is in line with Kurniasih and Sani (2014: 57), who say that the closing activity is intended to validate concepts or principles that have been constructed by students. This activity can be used by lecturers to draw conclusions about the material and conduct evaluations.

3. **Evaluation of blended learning on the limit material in the Pamulang University Management Study Program's Economics Mathematics courses.**

In the learning process, which begins with the planning stage, then proceeds to the implementation stage, and ends with the evaluation stage. Of course, the evaluation stages of each learning method, both online and PTMT, are different. In online learning, the evaluation stage is to assess the cognitive aspects of students. Carrying out the evaluation stage at LMS Pamulang University on the www.elearningunpam.ac.id page on the final test menu for meeting 1, while for PTMT, in carrying out the evaluation stage, the lecturers provide practice questions and they are immediately collected. While the attitude or affective assessment is carried out by looking at the activity of students in responding to the problems that have been provided on the discussion forum menu meeting 1. What the lecturer does after giving affective assessments to students who are active, honest, and disciplined is to give awards through adding points to the test results. Cognitive assessment, and vice versa. If the student has a bad affective assessment, the lecturer reduces the student’s cognitive assessment test results. Of course, there are students who get scores that are less or below the KKM (Minimum Completeness Criteria).
What do lecturers do when they find students who get scores below the KKM? The lecturer directs students to take remedial courses to improve grades. From this evaluation stage, it can be seen the effectiveness of blended learning in economics and mathematics courses on limited material. Although it is said from several sources that blended learning was effectively used during the COVID-19 pandemic, there are weaknesses in the blended learning method, including the low absorption of students in understanding the material, namely the function-limit material in online learning. Meanwhile, the advantage of blended learning is that the time used in the learning process is more flexible. While the shortcomings in PTMT learning are that often the time allocated is not in accordance with the SAP that has been made previously, this is due to the slow absorption of students in understanding the material presented at PTMT. While the advantages of PTMT learning are maximum student absorption. Based on the weaknesses obtained from each learning model, both online and PTMT, the solution offered is to choose the right online learning model/strategy or PTMT to overcome these problems. Based on the results of the explanation above, it can be concluded that the evaluation of learning carried out by lecturers has been effective with several different evaluation methods for each lecturer. The purpose of the lecturer conducting an evaluation of learning is to determine the effectiveness of learning and also the absorption of students into the material that has been taught. This is in line with Tyler in Arikunto (2016: 3), that learning evaluation is a process of collecting data to find out to what extent, in what ways, and in what part the educational goals have been achieved.

IV. CONCLUSION

1. The planning of blended learning learning on the limit materials of the economics mathematics course is carried out by the lecturer by preparing SAP, tools or materials used in learning and learning media that aim to achieve learning objectives. This is in accordance with the good planning of the learning process.

2. The implementation of blended learning on the limit material of the economics mathematics course is carried out online and via PTMT. Online learning uses the LMS of Pamulang University with the website address www.e-learning.unpam.ac.id, while for PTMT lecturers, they use cooperative learning and brainstorming learning models. Online learning and PTMT run well and smoothly so that learning objectives can be achieved. This is in accordance with the stages of implementing good learning.

3. Evaluation of blended learning learning material on the limit of economic mathematics courses to assess the cognitive aspects of students is carried out through the LMS of Pamulang University in the Final Task 1 Meeting menu in online learning. Meanwhile, to assess the cognitive aspects of PTMT learning, a direct assessment is carried out so that it can be seen that the learning objectives have been achieved. In addition to assessing the cognitive aspect, the lecturer also conducts an assessment on the affective aspect using an attitude assessment rubric with indicators of discipline, activeness, and honesty in doing practice questions. The assessment applies to both online learning and PTMT. This is in accordance with the stages of a good learning evaluation.

4. The learning process on the limit material for the economics mathematics course at the Management Study Program at the University of Pamulang has carried out good and structured learning stages starting from the planning, implementation, and evaluation stages, so it can be said that learning with the blended learning model is said to be productive.
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